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mechanical grippers, fasteners, or
chemical adhesives. Applications
under development include:
•• Replacing suction cups for
moving large, porous flat sheets
•• Systems to sort mixed objects

Electroadhesion is quiet and

Representative Performance*
Supported Payload

low cost relative to systems that
use compressors and vacuum

0.8 lb

Clamping Speed
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< 10 ms

Steady-State Power

use mechanical force, which can

70 μW
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*Assumes 1 inch2 pad on wood
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Electroadhesion-enabled
wall-climbing inspection
robot on industrial
exhaust pipes
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Wide-Ranging Market
Applications
Electroadhesion’s unique properties enable new applications in
industrial, consumer, and military
applications. Examples include:
•• Robots that can climb walls, pipes
or other structures to inspect or
clean surfaces
•• Electrically controlled door seals
•• Temporary signage

SRI brings products to market by a
combination of licensing and new
company creation. Notable and
diverse examples include natural
speech recognition, robotic
surgery, and DNA testing services.

a nonprofit research and development
organization, performs sponsored
R&D for governments, businesses, and
foundations. SRI brings its innovations
to the marketplace through technology
licensing, new products, and spin-off
ventures. SRI is known for world-changing
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We conduct contract research to
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create custom solutions, collaborate
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to pursue research projects, and
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license SRI technology to qualified
organizations.
SRI’s core expertise is solving
complex problems for commercial and government clients. SRI
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routinely leads multimillion-dollar
government projects and has the
requisite infrastructure for cost
accounting, legal compliance,
and project management.
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